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Abstract 

This study looked at how theological ideas from the Mughals influenced later Islamic intellectual 

traditions in Mughal South Asia. The Mughal Empire became a hub of Islamic culture and learning 

throughout this time, which lasted from the 16th to the 19th centuries. The fundamental theological 

notions that evolved during this time are identified in this study, including views about God, 

predestination, reason and revelation, and biblical interpretation. The Deobandi and Barelvi 

movements are highlighted as examples of how these beliefs influenced later Islamic intellectual 

traditions. The study focuses on the transmission and transformation of concepts and arguments as 

it further examines the intellectual ties between Mughal theological thinking and later Islamic 

intellectual traditions. It examines how later movements modified and reinterpreted Mughal 

religious ideas while taking into account the social and cultural milieu of the time. By stressing both 

instances of continuity and change, the study assesses the degree to which Mughal theological 

thinking continued to influence Islamic intellectual traditions. The study also takes into account 

broader influences, such as connections with non-Muslim traditions and European intellectual 

concepts, on Islamic intellectual traditions in the area. It examines how these larger forces affected 

and interacted with the Mughal intellectual legacy. This study clarifies how Mughal theological 

traditions influenced later Islamic intellectual traditions in Mughal South Asia. By highlighting the 

development of religious ideas, the adaptation and reinterpretation of concepts, the intellectual 

links, and the interaction between continuity and change, it advances our understanding of the 

intellectual history of the area. 

Keywords: Theological thoughts, Islamic intellectual traditions, Mughal South Asia, Deobandi, 

Barelvi, Indian subcontinent, intellectual connections, non-Muslim traditions. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The Mughal Empire was founded by Emperor Babur in 1526 and extended throughout a large portion 

of what is now India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, and even a portion of Afghanistan. Although the Mughals 

are best recognized for their support of the arts, architecture, and literature throughout their reign, 

their contributions to the development of Islamic intellectual history are just as important. According 

to Alam and Subrahmanyam (2018), Mughal philosophers, theologians, and intellectuals were 

instrumental in the development of the region's theological, philosophical, and intellectual 

landscape.  

Theology was an important aspect of Mughal intellectual pursuits. Mughal theologians delved deeply 

into Islamic doctrine, theological debates, and the interpretation of religious texts (Truschke, 2015). 

They discussed the essence of God, his attributes, predestination, and the relationship between 

reason and revelation. Mughal scholars participated in classical Islamic theological traditions and 

contributed to the ongoing discourses of their period. In addition, Mughal intellectuals contributed 

significantly to the field of philosophy (Iftikhar, 2020). They were influenced by the rich legacy of 

Islamic philosophy, especially the works of prominent Muslim philosophers such as Ibn Sina 
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(Avicenna), Al-Farabi, and Ibn Rushd (Averroes). Their philosophical inquiries provided a framework 

for Mughal intellectuals to comprehend and interpret the world around them.  

In addition, religious text analysis and study were both major interests of Mughal thinkers. They 

committed themselves to studying and commenting on the Quran, Hadith (Prophet Muhammad's 

sayings and deeds), and the writings of eminent Islamic scholars (Streusand, 2018). Mughal 

theologians used a variety of interpretive techniques and legal reasoning in an effort to clarify the 

meanings and subtleties of these writings. Their research in this area helped to advance knowledge 

of Islamic legal theory and jurisprudence (Iftikhar, 2020). The heterogeneous climate that promoted 

contacts and engagements with other religious and intellectual traditions was another feature of the 

Mughal intellectual landscape. Mughal intellectuals frequently engaged in discussions with Sikh 

scholars, Hindu pandits, and other non-Muslim intellectuals. As a result of these interactions, Mughal 

theologians were exposed to many theological and philosophical viewpoints, which shaped their 

intellectual worldview (Khan, 2019). The Mughal Empire's contact with non-Muslim philosophy 

broadened their own intellectual perspectives and helped to create a distinctive South Asian Islamic 

intellectual heritage.  

A crucial issue is the impact of Mughal theological thought on later Islamic intellectual traditions on 

the Indian subcontinent. It examines how advancements in Islamic philosophy later on were 

influenced by Mughal concepts, arguments, and procedures. The influence of Mughal religious 

philosophy on the 19th-century Deobandi and Barelvi movements is one noteworthy instance (Hill, 

2021). In response to perceived Western influences and the difficulties associated with British colonial 

administration, Maulana Muhammad Qasim Nanautvi and Maulana Rashid Ahmad Gangohi established 

the Deobandi movement, which sought to revive and preserve ancient Islamic beliefs. The movement 

placed a strong emphasis on adhering to Sharia law and studying traditional Islamic scriptures, 

particularly the Quran and Hadith (Ingram, 2018). It is also explained by Bhutto, J. & Ramzan, M. 

(2021) that the guardianship of the law has failed to restrict the gender issues and feminine injustice 

in Pakistan and there is inherited privilege of male counterpart in the country against the teachings 

of Quran.The theologians of the Mughal era, who emphasized a scholarly approach to Islamic 

doctrines, engaged with ancient Islamic law and laid the intellectual groundwork for the Deobandi 

movement. These intellectual underpinnings served as the cornerstone for this movement, which 

carried on the tradition of Mughal theological thinking.  

Similar to this, the Barelvi movement, which was championed by individuals like Imam Ahmad Raza 

Khan, placed an emphasis on Islam's mystical and devotional aspects. The movement included aspects 

of Sufi philosophy and rituals and was centered on the worship of the Prophet Muhammad and the 

saints (awliya). The Mughal connection with Sufi thinking and emphasis on mystical experiences had 

an impact on the mystical foundations of the Barelvi movement (Basit, 2020). Mystical traditions 

flourished during the Mughal era, and the Barelvi movement continued and modified these traditions 

in their own distinctive manner.  

Moreover, the intellectual heritage of the Mughal era had a significant impact on the larger 

development of modern Islamic thinking in the Indian subcontinent. The interaction of Mughal 

theologians with ancient Islamic philosophy, theological discussions, and legal traditions served as a 

foundation for later Muslim intellectual movements (Ali & Minxing, 2021). Later philosophers in the 

area drew inspiration from the Mughal approach to topics like reason and revelation, the nature of 

religious authority, and the interpretation of religious texts. The intellectual landscape of 

contemporary Islamic thought in South Asia was shaped and informed by the philosophical and 

intellectual tools developed during the Mughal Empire.  

In a nutshell the theologians of the Mughal era had a considerable influence on South Asia's 

intellectual climate. Major contributors to Islamic theology and philosophy include Sheikh Ahmad 

Sirhindi, also known as Mujaddid Alf-i-Sani, and Shah Waliullah Dehlawi. Future debates and 

conversations within the Muslim community were made possible thanks to their works and teachings 

(Sajjad, 2023). The emphasis on traditional Sunni Islam was one of the main features of Mughal 

theological philosophy. Mughal intellectuals debated with competing sects and schools of thought 

frequently in an effort to defend and further the traditional Islamic beliefs. Their efforts helped 
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Sunni Islam become the predominant form of Islam in the area, which had a significant impact on 

how Islamic intellectual traditions later developed. Second, the Deobandi and Barelvi movements, 

two significant intellectual currents in the Indian subcontinent, emerged under the influence of 

Mughal theological thinking. The theologians of the Mughal era had a significant influence on both of 

these movements.  

Understanding how Mughal theological thinking influenced later Islamic intellectual traditions offers 

important new perspectives on the vibrant and varied intellectual history of Muslim civilizations in 

South Asia. The following insights can be used to assess how Mughal theological ideas influenced later 

Islamic intellectual traditions on the Indian subcontinent:  

1. Identification of key Mughal theological ideas 

Several significant theological concepts that originated in South Asia during the Mughal Empire had a 

lasting influence on later Islamic intellectual traditions. These concepts were molded by the Mughal 

Empire's intellectual and cultural environment, which promoted a thriving flow of ideas and religious 

pluralism. The following are some significant theological concepts that were popular during the 

Mughal era:  

1. Nature of God: Mughal theologians debated the characteristics, unity, and transcendence of God 

as well as other ideas related to his essence. They attempted to harmonize the wide range of religious 

traditions found in the Indian subcontinent with the Islamic concept of a monotheistic God (Truschke, 

2015). Theological frameworks that highlight God's unity while accepting varied cultural and religious 

traditions within the Islamic framework were developed by Mughal intellectuals. 

2. Predestination and Free Will: A key theological issue during the Mughal era was how predestination 

(qadar) and human free choice (ikhtiyar) interacted. In an effort to reconcile their belief in God's 

ultimate control of events with their understanding of human responsibility and accountability, 

Mughal theologians debated issues of divine decree and human agency (Jonnalagadda, 2020). These 

discussions shaped ideas about destiny, moral responsibility, and the significance of human deeds, 

which in turn affected later Islamic intellectual traditions.  

3. Reason and Revelation: Mughal theologians debated the connection between reason ('aql) and 

revelation (naql) in great detail. Utilizing the traditional Islamic philosophical traditions, they 

investigated the compatibility of logical reasoning and religious belief (Beirouti, 2021). While 

retaining the validity of religious texts, Mughal philosophers strove to strike a balance between reason 

and revelation by highlighting the significance of intellectual investigation. Later Islamic intellectual 

traditions in the area were affected by this focus on reason and interpretation.  

4. Interpretation of Religious writings: Mughal academics used a variety of methodologies and 

strategies to analyze religious writings, particularly the Quran and Hadith. For deciphering the textual 

intricacies, linguistic complexity, and contextual interpretations of religious texts, they established 

hermeneutical principles and methods (Halim, 2018). The interpretations of Mughal theologians were 

influenced by a variety of intellectual traditions, including mystical understandings, legal analysis, 

and traditional Islamic exegesis. In terms of hermeneutics, legal analysis, and theological exegesis, 

their methods of interpretation influenced later Islamic intellectual traditions.  

5. Fusion of Sufi Mystical Traditions and Islamic Legal Thought: The Mughal Empire offered a favorable 

environment for the fusion of Sufi Mystical Traditions and Islamic Legal Thought. Theological 

frameworks developed by Mughal theologians welcomed and absorbed Sufi ideas, customs, and 

mystical encounters. By highlighting the mystical aspects of Islam, loyalty to the Prophet Muhammad, 

and the importance of spiritual experiences in religious life, this fusion of Sufi spirituality with legal 

traditions affected later Islamic intellectual traditions.  

These important religious concepts that surfaced during the Mughal era did not originate 

independently; rather, they were influenced by the intellectual and cultural milieu of the time. The 

Mughal Empire played a role in the synthesis and development of Islamic thinking in the region thanks 

to its pluralistic environment and involvement with various religious and philosophical traditions. 

Concepts of God, human agency, reason, revelation, and the interpretation of sacred texts in the 

Indian subcontinent were influenced by the theological views developed during the Mughal Empire, 

which provided the groundwork for later Islamic intellectual traditions.  
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2. Examination of intellectual connections 

An intricate network of transmission, transformation, incorporation, and reaction is revealed when 

the intellectual ties between Mughal theological thinking and later Islamic intellectual traditions in 

the Indian subcontinent are examined. Theological disputes and ideas from the Mughal era were 

communicated through a variety of mediums, such as academic networks, educational institutions, 

Sufi groups, and literary works. The Deobandi and Barelvi movements, as well as contemporary 

Islamic philosophy in the region, owe a lot to these concepts, which served as a crucial basis.  

1. Transmission of Mughal Theological Thought: 1. Mughal religious philosophy was conveyed through 

an extensive chain of academic institutions and institutions of higher learning. Scholars from many 

locations were drawn to the Mughal courts, which served as hubs of intellectual interaction (Akhtar, 

2022). These academics, who were trained in the Mughal intellectual tradition, brought Mughal 

theological disputes and ideas back to their respective territories and shared them with local 

populations through teaching, writing, and community engagement. This transmission took place as 

a result of interpersonal communication, academic networks, and the exchange of manuscripts. 

2. Integration and Adaptation by the Deobandi Movement: The 19th-century Deobandi movement 

drew inspiration from and absorbed Mughal theological philosophy into its philosophical framework. 

The Deobandi scholars carried on the history of analyzing religious books, discussing classical Islamic 

writings, and creating legal theories. In addition to introducing their own unique approaches and 

ideas, they inherited the Mughal emphasis on biblical interpretation and legal reasoning (Hashmi, 

2016). The intellectual heritage of the Mughals was further developed by the Deobandi movement, 

particularly in the area of Islamic jurisprudence and law (Moj, 2015).  

3. The Barelvi Movement's Response and Reinterpretation: The Barelvi movement, which also dates 

back to the 19th century, responded to and reinterpreted Mughal theological concepts in light of the 

problems colonialism and social change presented (Basit, 2020). The Barelvi movement participated 

in theological discussions and legal disputes while also embracing the mystical aspects of Islam. 

Embracing the idea of intercession (shafa'a) and emphasizing devotion to the Prophet Muhammad, 

Barelvi scholars absorbed Mughal Sufi philosophy into their theological framework (Sevea, 2018). They 

adapted Mughal theological concepts to the socio-cultural setting of the time by including common 

religious rituals and regional customs within the framework of Mughal theological concepts.  

4. Influence on Modern Islamic philosophy: The Indian subcontinent's modern Islamic philosophy has 

been influenced by Mughal theological thought. The Mughal concepts and debates were discussed by 

modern Muslim intellectuals and reformers in the area, especially in reference to the interaction 

between reason and revelation, the interpretation of religious scriptures, and the function of 

religious authority (Lefèvre, 2019). To address modern issues including the interaction with Western 

philosophy, social reform, and political realities, they drew on the intellectual legacy of the Mughals 

(Elverskog, 2022). The Mughal intellectual heritage impacted individuals like Sayyid Ahmad Khan and 

Muhammad Iqbal, who assimilated its ideas into their own works.  

It is crucial to remember that while later groups and philosophers adopted Mughal religious concepts, 

they also added fresh viewpoints and created their own conceptual frameworks. They addressed the 

particular problems of their day and responded to the shifting sociopolitical environment. Therefore, 

incorporating Mughal religious thought involved more than just copying it; it also involved 

reinterpreting it and combining it with new intellectual currents. However, the intellectual links 

between Mughal theological thinking and later Islamic intellectual traditions show how the Mughal 

intellectual heritage has had a lasting influence and continues to be relevant in defining the varied 

intellectual landscape of the Indian subcontinent.  

3. Impact on theological methodologies 

The methods used to understand religious scriptures, the application of reason and logic in theological 

discourse, and the creation of legal frameworks are all examples of how Mughal theological thought 

influenced later Muslim thinkers. Significant precedents were set in these fields by Mughal scholars, 

which following movements and thinkers on the Indian subcontinent absorbed, contested, and 

amended. 
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1. Interpretation of Religious writings: Mughal theologians created reliable procedures for 

interpreting religious writings, especially the Quran and Hadith. They used linguistic analysis, 

contextual comprehension, and interaction with a range of interpretive sources, including traditional 

Islamic exegesis and legal reasoning. The multifaceted approach of Mughal interpretations, which 

drew from several intellectual traditions and included theological, legal, and mystical insights, is 

what makes them distinctive. These interpretive perspectives were passed down to and improved 

upon by succeeding generations of Muslim thinkers (Alam, 2016).  

The Deobandi and Barelvi movements, among others, inherited the Mughal emphasis on interpretation 

but modified it for their particular circumstances. For instance, the Deobandi movement carried on 

the Mughal practice of studying classical Islamic scriptures and producing in-depth interpretations 

and legal treatises. They focused on textual analysis, juristic reasoning, and adherence to recognized 

legal schools of thought as they furthered and expanded the interpretive approaches developed 

during the Mughal era. Contrarily, the Barelvi movement built on the Mughal synthesis of Sufi and 

legal traditions by giving more weight to the interpretive authority of religious experts and 

incorporating Sufi insights into their interpretations (Basit, 2020).  

2. Use of Rationality: In Mughal theological discourse, reason and rationality were given a prominent 

place. By referencing the classical Islamic philosophical traditions, Mughal academics attempted to 

harmonize Islamic principles with scientific reasoning. They discussed metaphysical ideas, 

participated in philosophical discussions, and used logical reasoning to respond to theological issues 

(Lefèvre, 2017). This strategy aided in the growth of a rationalistic school of Islamic thought in the 

area.  

The Mughal emphasis on reason and logic was carried over by and further developed by later Muslim 

scholars. The writings of succeeding scholars who continued to use philosophical and rationalistic 

approaches show the influence of Mughal religious thought. Sayyid Ahmad Khan, a 19th-century 

Islamic reformer thinker who was influenced by the Mughal intellectual tradition, for instance, 

included logical justifications and empirical evidence into his theological discourse. He stressed the 

importance of using reason to interpret religious teachings and argued that Islam and contemporary 

scientific knowledge are compatible.  

3. Creation of Legal Frameworks: Theologians from the Mughal era made substantial contributions to 

the creation of legal frameworks within Islamic law. To arrive at legal conclusions, they engaged with 

classical legal traditions, examined legal theories, and translated religious scriptures. Mughal legal 

thinking included a variety of topics, from exploring legal reform to strictly adhering to recognized 

legal schools. It also adapted Islamic law to the social and cultural setting of the Indian subcontinent 

(Khan, 2019).  

Later groups and philosophers discussed and contested the Mughal legal systems. For instance, the 

Deobandi movement relied on the Mughal tradition of analyzing the law and codifying Islamic law 

(Ingram, 2018). They persisted in the development of legal procedures and created thorough legal 

guides that gained sway in the area. While highlighting the mystical aspects of Islam, the Barelvi 

movement also engaged in legal debates but gave more weight to the authority of religious experts 

in these debates.  

It's crucial to remember, though, that later movements and thinkers did not blindly repeat the Mughal 

period's methodology. In order to address the unique difficulties and situations of their period, they 

also adapted and questioned them. Deobandi and Barelvi movements, for example, presented fresh 

viewpoints, arguments, and interpretive methods that  

4. Adaptation and reinterpretation of Mughal ideas 

Mughal theological concepts were adapted and reinterpreted within later Islamic intellectual 

traditions, such as the Deobandi and Barelvi movements, emphasizing the dynamic character of 

intellectual thought in reaction to the shifting social, political, and cultural milieu. These groups 

reinterpreted Mughal religious ideas while keeping referencing the Mughal intellectual underpinnings. 

They did this by adding regional customs, rituals, and beliefs. They were able to meet the needs and 

goals of the communities they served because to this flexibility.  
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1. Deobandi Movement: In the 19th century, the Deobandi movement was born in reaction to the 

problems brought on by colonialism, social change, and political turmoil. According to the local 

Muslim populace, Deobandi academics attempted to revitalize and improve Islamic knowledge (Moj, 

2015). They adopted and reinterpreted Mughal theological concepts while still inheriting them in 

order to solve the issues of the day.  

The Deobandi movement emphasized the preservation of ancient Islamic values and adherence to 

recognized legal schools of thought while incorporating regional cultures and practices. They adopted 

the Mughal intellectual traditions of biblical interpretation and legal justification, but they also 

created their own methodology, emphasizing loyalty to the Hanafi school of Islamic law more than 

anything else. The Deobandi academics were able to offer religious instruction that was 

understandable and pertinent to the larger society thanks to this adaptation, which also strengthened 

regional religious identities and cultural practices (Ingram, 2018).  

2. The Barelvi Movement: Also dating back to the 19th century, the Barelvi movement aimed to 

revitalize and advance a dynamic expression of Islam in response to colonialism's obstacles. The 

mystical elements of Islam were adopted by Barelvi intellectuals, who also absorbed popular religious 

practices into their theological framework (Sevea, 2018). By putting a strong emphasis on the idea 

of intercession (shafa'a) and the devotion of the Prophet Muhammad, they reinterpreted Mughal 

theological ideas.  

The Barelvi movement incorporated regional customs, rituals, and beliefs into its adaptation of 

Mughal concepts, fusing them with the Mughal intellectual underpinnings. They incorporated spiritual 

encounters and Sufi activities into the framework of Mughal theological thinking. Through this 

modification, the Barelvi academics were able to relate to the locals' religious sensibilities and 

encourage a feeling of shared identity and emotional attachments to Islam (Sajjad, 2018).  

The Deobandi and Barelvi movements are excellent examples of how Mughal theological concepts 

were borrowed and reinterpreted by later Islamic intellectual traditions on the Indian subcontinent. 

They increased the accessibility and relatability of Islam to the people they served by embracing 

local customs, rituals, and beliefs. This adaptation was a creative synthesis that allowed for the 

expression of religious identity in the context of the social, political, and cultural developments of 

their time rather than a rejection of Mughal beliefs.  

Other Islamic intellectual traditions in the region also participated in similar adaptations, with the 

Deobandi and Barelvi movements serving as significant examples. Subsequent Islamic intellectual 

traditions fostered a sense of continuity and relevance, allowing people to navigate the complexities 

of their lives while maintaining a strong connection to their religious heritage, by fusing the Mughal 

intellectual foundations with the cultural and social realities of their respective communities.  

Overall, the Mughal theological concepts' adaptation and reinterpretation within later Islamic 

intellectual traditions demonstrate the fluidity and organic character of religious thinking. It 

exemplifies Islam's tenacity as a living tradition that adapts to the demands and aspirations of its 

followers while relying on the theoretical underpinnings developed during the Mughal era.  

5. Examination of intellectual continuity and change:  

A complex interplay between the ongoing legacy of Mughal theological thinking and the creation of 

new ideas and intellectual currents is revealed by the investigation of intellectual continuity and 

change within successive Islamic intellectual traditions in the Indian subcontinent. Instances of 

disputes, discussions, and changes also demonstrate the contradiction between continuity and change 

in the development of Islamic thinking in the region, even while Mughal theological beliefs continued 

to affect these traditions.  

1. Persistence of Mughal Theological Thought: Subsequent Islamic intellectual traditions were 

significantly influenced by Mughal theological thought. Later scholars and movements continued to 

draw on the fundamental theological principles and methodology developed during the Mughal era 

(Moin, 2022). Islamic intellectual discourse has continued to be anchored by the emphasis on 

scriptural interpretation, engagement with classical Islamic writings, and incorporation of reason and 

logic.  
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The continuation of Mughal methodology in disciplines like scripture interpretation, legal research, 

and philosophical investigations exemplifies the intellectual continuity. For the purpose of 

comprehending and interpreting Islamic teachings, scholars and movements, such as the Deobandi 

and Barelvi movements, supported and improved these approaches (Streusand, 2018). This continuity 

preserved a connection to the Mughal intellectual legacy and gave a sense of historical foundation.  

2. Emergence of New Ideas and Intellectual Currents: Despite continuity, new ideas and intellectual 

currents have appeared on the intellectual scene of succeeding Islamic traditions. Scholars and 

philosophers provided novel ideas and approaches as societies developed and faced new difficulties, 

sparking discussions and changes in the Islamic intellectual discourse (Elverskog, 2022).  

For instance, old beliefs and behaviors had to be reevaluated in light of encounters with colonialism, 

modernity, and Western philosophy. Muslim intellectuals in the Indian subcontinent started looking 

at fresh perspectives after being affected by intellectual currents around the world. They discussed 

issues like nationalism, democracy, secularism, and social reform in an effort to bring them into line 

with Islamic ideals.  

Sayyid Ahmad Khan and Muhammad Iqbal, for example, were key figures in the introduction of new 

intellectual currents. For instance, Sayyid Ahmad Khan pushed for educational reforms and 

underlined how Islam is compatible with current scientific knowledge. In order to address the issues 

of personal and societal identity in a changing world, Muhammad Iqbal sought to reinterpret Islamic 

teachings in the context of philosophical and mystical insights. These novel concepts and intellectual 

currents marked a break from some tenets of Mughal religious thought and provided new directions 

for further inquiry.  

3. Tension between Continuity and Change: The conflicts and debates that emerged within the 

intellectual landscape make clear the tension between continuity and change in the development of 

Islamic thought in the Indian subcontinent. Scholars and movements have struggled to make 

conventional beliefs and ways of life compatible with brand-new social, political, and intellectual 

realities.  

These conflicts manifested in various forms, such as debates over the interpretation of religious texts, 

the role of reason and rationality, the relationship between tradition and innovation, and the 

definition of religious authority. Different intellectual traditions within the Indian subcontinent, 

including the Deobandi and Barelvi movements, represented diverse positions within these debates, 

reflecting the ongoing struggle to strike a balance between preserving the heritage of Mughal 

theological thought and addressing the evolving needs of the Muslim community (Padamsee & 

Padamsee, 2018). 

The tension between continuity and change also led to transformations within the intellectual 

landscape. New intellectual movements and trends emerged that challenged established norms and 

offered alternative interpretations. These transformations were influenced by a range of factors, 

including socio-political conditions, encounters with other religious and intellectual traditions, and 

shifts in philosophical and scientific paradigms. 

In summary, while Mughal theological thought provided a foundational framework for subsequent 

Islamic intellectual traditions in the Indian subcontinent, the intellectual landscape also witnessed 

the emergence of new ideas and intellectual currents. The tension between continuity and change 

shaped the development of Islamic thought, leading to conflicts, debates, and transformations. 

 This dynamic process reflects the ongoing engagement of Muslim intellectuals with their rich 

intellectual heritage and their quest to address the evolving challenges of their time. 

6. Evaluation of wider influences 

The evaluation of wider influences on subsequent Islamic intellectual traditions in the Indian 

subcontinent provides valuable insights into the complex dynamics of intellectual exchange and the 

interplay between different religious, philosophical, and cultural traditions. In this context, the 

influence of Mughal theological thought needs to be situated within the broader context of 

interactions with non-Muslim traditions, including Hindu, Sikh, and European philosophical and 

intellectual traditions. 
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1. Interaction with Hindu and Sikh Traditions: The Mughal Empire, while predominantly Muslim, 

encompassed a diverse range of religious and cultural communities. This multicultural milieu fostered 

interactions and exchanges between Islamic scholars and Hindu and Sikh thinkers (Shoeb et al., 2015). 

Such interactions influenced the development of Islamic thought in the region. 

Islamic scholars engaged with Hindu and Sikh ideas, drawing upon their philosophies, mythologies, 

and spiritual practices. This interaction facilitated the exchange of theological, philosophical, and 

ethical ideas, leading to cross-pollination of thought (Fisher, 2019). Mughal scholars, such as Dara 

Shikoh, engaged in dialogues with Hindu and Sikh intellectuals, seeking to bridge the gaps between 

different religious traditions and explore commonalities. 

The Mughal intellectual legacy incorporated elements from Hindu and Sikh traditions, resulting in the 

development of syncretic movements and philosophies. For example, the Bhakti and Sufi movements 

emerged as vibrant expressions of devotional spirituality, influenced by both Hindu and Islamic 

traditions. This interplay between different religious traditions enriched the intellectual landscape 

of subsequent Islamic traditions and contributed to the synthesis of diverse philosophical and spiritual 

ideas. 

2. Engagement with European Philosophical and Intellectual Traditions: The arrival of Europeans, 

particularly the British, in the Indian subcontinent during the colonial period introduced new 

intellectual influences. European philosophical and intellectual traditions, rooted in the 

Enlightenment and scientific advancements, had a significant impact on the development of Islamic 

thought (Truschke, 2016). 

Muslim intellectuals in the region encountered European ideas through colonial education, missionary 

activities, and the dissemination of European philosophical and scientific texts. This exposure led to 

debates and engagements with concepts such as rationality, secularism, nationalism, and modernity 

(Halbfass, 2017). Scholars, including Syed Ahmad Khan and Muhammad Iqbal, incorporated European 

philosophical and intellectual ideas into their works, seeking to reinterpret Islamic thought in light 

of these influences. 

The Mughal intellectual legacy played a crucial role in shaping responses to European influences. 

Scholars drew upon the established methodologies of Mughal theological thought to engage with 

European ideas critically. They sought to reconcile Islamic teachings with the challenges posed by 

Western thought and developments in science, politics, and social structures. This interaction 

between the Mughal intellectual legacy and European influences contributed to the evolution of 

modern Islamic thought in the region. 

Overall, the wider influences on subsequent Islamic intellectual traditions in the Indian subcontinent, 

including interactions with Hindu, Sikh, and European philosophical and intellectual traditions, 

significantly impacted the development of Islamic thought. The Mughal intellectual legacy played a 

pivotal role in mediating and responding to these influences. It provided a foundation that allowed 

scholars to engage with diverse intellectual currents, integrating elements from different traditions 

while maintaining their Islamic identity. This intellectual exchange enriched the intellectual 

landscape of subsequent Islamic traditions, fostering a vibrant and dynamic dialogue between 

different religious, philosophical, and cultural traditions in the Indian subcontinent. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The influence of Mughal theological thought on subsequent Islamic intellectual traditions in the Indian 

subcontinent is a complex and multifaceted phenomenon. Through a comprehensive examination of 

the intellectual history of the region, several key findings emerge: 

Firstly, Mughal theological thought established a strong foundation for subsequent Islamic intellectual 

traditions. The theological ideas, methodologies, and intellectual approaches developed during the 

Mughal period continued to shape the discourse and scholarship of later scholars and movements. 

The emphasis on scriptural interpretation, the integration of reason and revelation, and the 

engagement with classical Islamic texts provided a framework for understanding and interpreting 

Islamic teachings. 
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Secondly, subsequent Islamic intellectual traditions adapted and reinterpreted Mughal theological 

ideas in response to the social, political, and cultural context of their time. Movements such as the 

Deobandi and Barelvi movements creatively synthesized Mughal theological concepts with local 

customs, rituals, and beliefs, making Islam accessible and relevant to the communities they served. 

This adaptation demonstrated the dynamic nature of Islamic thought and its ability to evolve while 

maintaining a connection to its intellectual heritage. 

Furthermore, the intellectual connections between Mughal theological thought and subsequent 

Islamic intellectual traditions were not limited to the Indian subcontinent. The wider influences from 

non-Muslim traditions, such as Hindu, Sikh, and European philosophical and intellectual traditions, 

played a significant role in shaping the development of Islamic thought. Interactions with these 

traditions resulted in the incorporation of diverse ideas, leading to syncretic movements and the 

synthesis of philosophical and spiritual concepts. 

However, amidst the intellectual continuity, new ideas and intellectual currents also emerged. 

Intellectual movements and thinkers introduced innovative perspectives and approaches, challenging 

established norms and engaging with concepts from the wider intellectual landscape. This tension 

between continuity and change led to debates, conflicts, and transformations within the intellectual 

discourse, highlighting the ongoing quest to address the evolving challenges of the time. 

In conclusion, the influence of Mughal theological thought on subsequent Islamic intellectual 

traditions in the Indian subcontinent reflects a rich and dynamic intellectual history. The Mughal 

intellectual legacy provided a strong foundation, which subsequent scholars and movements adapted, 

reinterpreted, and sometimes challenged, in response to changing social, political, and intellectual 

contexts. The interaction with wider influences from non-Muslim traditions and encounters with 

European ideas further shaped the development of Islamic thought in the region. This intricate 

interplay between continuity, adaptation, and new intellectual currents has contributed to the 

intellectual vibrancy and diversity of subsequent Islamic intellectual traditions in the Indian 

subcontinent. 
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